The increasing usage of machine-made artifacts in news and social media can severely exacerbate the problem of false news. While knowing the parts of news content, or embedded images therein, are machine-generated or not helps determine the veracity of news, due to the recent improvement in AI techniques, it has become more difficult to accurately distinguish machine-made artifacts from man-made ones. In this work, therefore, we attempt to better understand and characterize distinguishing features between man-made and machinemade artifacts, especially chatbot dialog texts, which tend to be short and erroneous. Some of the characteristics that we found include: machine-made texts tend to use more words per message, interjections (e.g., hey, hi), use more filler words (e.g., blah, you, and know) and appear to be less confident than man-made texts in their speech. However, we noted that privacy or entropy related features between two types of texts do not appear to be significantly different.
Introduction
As AI technologies that generate synthetic artifacts rapidly advance, the needs naturally arise to perform the post-mortem differentiation between man-made vs. machine-made artifacts. For instance, Some videos generated by recent GAN (generative adversarial network) methods are too realistic for naive eyes to easily distinguish them, introducing obvious security concerns. These AI systems include Deepfake 1 and BigGAN (Brock et al., 2018) , which created novel methods for generating fake but realistic videos and images, respectively. These episodes clearly demonstrate that adversaries can now use these AI methods to be able to create machine-generated realistic-1 https://github.com/deepfakes/faceswap looking videos, images, texts, or their combinations more easily. When such machine-generated artifacts are used together in news content with false claims, it becomes more challenging to detect the veracity of such fake news-i.e., the deliberate presentation of false information or misleading claims as legitimate news (Gelfert, 2018) .
Therefore, in this work, we attempt to better understand and characterize distinguishing features between man-made and machine-made artifacts, especially chatbot dialog texts, which tend to be short and contain more grammatical or stylistic errors. This research question bears a similarity to the Turing Test, that determines if a human judge (A) is observing a machine (B) or human (C) in some tasks. If the machine (B) shows the behavior indistinguishable from a human, thus fools the human judge (A), it is said to "passed the Turing Test." In our setting, we eventually aim to develop a model (A') that determines if the given chatbot texts in question were generated by a machine (B) or human (C). To emphasize the fact that the observing judge is a machine (A'), not a human (A), we named this problem as the Reverse Turing Test (RTT) in (Shao et al., 2019) . Figure 1 illustrates the subtle but important difference.
The underlying hypothesis of this research is to ask if there exists a subtle but fundamental difference (e.g., information loss or patterns of expressions) that can differentiate man-made texts from machine-made ones. To understand the distinguishing characterisitc between machinegenerated vs. man-generated chatbot texts better, we examine various features, including Part-ofSpeech (POS), Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC), privacy score, Uniform Information Density (UID), and Sentiment and Readability using 4 different human-chatbot dialog datasets (e.g., Loebner, Wochat, Rdany and Convai) which were generated from chatbot competitions. Our dataset can be viewed and downloaded from github 2 .
2 Related Work
Short-text Classification
Short-text classification can be challenging as features that can be easily extracted from long texts are difficult to extract from shorter texts (Ma et al., 2015) . Therefore, mixed and new methods need to be pursued to extract relevant information from shorter texts. Short-texts include chat messages and tweets (240 characters or less). Recently, some Tweets have been found to be generated by chatbots which are known as social bots (i.e chatbots that are accounts controlled by software; algorithmically generating content and establishing interactions) (Varol et al., 2017) . Furthermore, using machine learning techniques such as random forest, AUC, cluster and sentiment analysis, these social bots are estimated to operate between 9% and 15% of English-speaking Twitter accounts (Varol et al., 2017) . Some of the methods for short-text classification include TFIDF, Word2vec, paragraph2vec and one-hot encoding (Wang et al., 2017) . Some machine learning algorithm for short-text classification include; Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, K-nearest Neighbor and Decision Tree (Wang et al., 2017) . Next, LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is a topic model analysis method that can be used to classify short-texts into groups (Wang et al., 2016) . It is another technique that can extract useful features from short-texts.
NLP techniques for Short-texts
Due to the concise nature of short-texts, basic clustering is not enough to derive relevant textual information from the data (Hu et al., 2009) . To improve clustering, wordnet is used to extract synonyms and hypernymns that reveal word similarities in the text which increases the performance of the cluster groupings (Scott and Matwin, 1998; Hu et al., 2009; Sedding and Kazakov, 2004) . Part of speech is another NLP technique which is also 2 https://tinyurl.com/y2l743tn known to reduce the information loss that comes with short-text classification (Sedding and Kazakov, 2004; Toutanova et al., 2003; Owoputi et al., 2013) . Furthermore, for large datasets, deep learning techniques should be adopted to extract better features. Due to the problems that arise from using different test data from train data, a novel method Deep Open Classification of Text Documents is used to classify texts and is shown to outperform other existing state-of-the-art methods for text and image classification (Shu et al., 2017) .
Psycholinguistics
Psycholinguistics is a combination of two main disciplines -psychology and linguistics. It is defined as "the search for an understanding of how humans comprehend and produce language" (Hatch, 1983) . In this case, we will search for the understanding of how humans and chatbots comprehend and produce language in an attempt to show that their ways of comprehension are different. In order to understand this use of language, there are proposed methods such as; investigating the Uniform Information Density (UID) of texts (Frank and Jaeger, 2008) , and calculating entropy rate per message or utterance (Genzel and Charniak, 2002; Xu and Reitter, 2016) .
Uniform Information Density (UID) is a concept that states that speakers would make longer sentences or messages when trying to convey high information and shorter sentences or messages when conveying low information (Frank and Jaeger, 2008) . This follows from one of Shannon's theory that calculates information contained in a text, such that shorter sentences have less information and longer sentences have more information. Frank and Jaeger, also claims that certain speakers use contractions in text like (you are → you're) which is in accordance with UID (Frank and Jaeger, 2008) . Entropy is defined by Shannon as the measure of uncertainty, such that uncertainty provides new information (Pal and Pal, 1991) . Traum, agrees that by calculating the entropy of each speaker in a dialogue, it can be possible to identify which speaker contributes more information in the dialogue (Traum, 2003) . Thus, by doing this, speakers can be distinguished by the amount of information contained in a message. 7 . In fact, when stopwords were removed from the dataset, the F1 scores of the datasets significantly decreased, proving that stopwords are important features for distinguishing man-made from machinemade texts due to the conciseness of the texts.
The last feature used in this group is LDA which is an analytic topic model for extracting top topics in texts. Thus, LDA detected a few top topics but most of them were not differentiating man-made and machine-made texts, except that machinemade texts tend to use more question marks than man-made texts. When the top topics were further tagged as POS, we found that while both machinemade and man-made texts use approximately the same kinds and number of adjectives, nouns, and verbs, machine-made texts tend to use more interjections (i.e. 'hey', 'hi') than man-made texts.
Semantic Features
The semantic features that we used include LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count), Sentiment and Readability of texts. LIWC has 93 features of 7 https://gist.github.com/sebleier/554280 which 69 are split into four categories; Standard Linguistic Dimensions (e.g. pronouns, past tense), Psychological Processes (e.g. social processes), Personal concerns (e.g. money, achievement) and Spoken Categories (e.g. assent, nonfluencies) 8 .
The top LIWC features are filler, nonfluencies, colon, word count, Authentic, Analytic, Clout and Tone. We adopt the definition of the features from the LIWC2015 manual 9 . Filler is under the spoken categories and consist of words such as blah, you, and know. Nonfluencies is also under the spoken categories and consist of words like oh. Word count is the number of words in a message and a message can contain more than one sentence. Authentic is a summary variable that represents the rate of honesty, a higher number suggests honesty and being personal. Analytic is also a summary variable that represents the formality of the text, a higher number suggests formal, logical and hierarchical thinking. Tone is another summary variable in which a high number suggests positive and upbeat style in speech or text. Clout represents the confidence level of the author, higher numbers suggests that the author is confident and an expert; a lower number suggests a humble and anxious author. See table 4 for the datasets' effects on the LIWC features.
The readability definition is adopted from Flesch Reading Ease as a score that is between 0 and 100 which represents the educational level of the author of a text. A score between 0 -30, represents college graduate level; 31 -50, represents college level; 51 -70, represents high school level; 71 -90, represents middle school level; and 91 -100, represents 5th grade. Next, using Textblob's definition of polarity, sentimentality is defined as a number between [−1.0, +1.0], where +1.0 represents positive polarity, 0 represents neutrality and −1.0 represents negative polarity. See figure 2 for the images of sentiment and readability scores of the datasets. From figure 2, it can be noticed that there is no clear difference between man-made and machine-made texts in terms of data point distributions on the readability and sentiment scale. Therefore, we can conclude that this analysis may not be the best test for this kind of very short-text classification.
Advanced Features
There are two Advanced Features used to classify the texts. In order to find more insights on the characteristics of man-made and machine-made texts we used the PrivScore and Uniform Information Density (UID) as follows.
In (Wang et al., 2019 ), a quantitative model of the semantic content for short-text snippets is proposed. It builds a statistical measurement to evaluate the level of privacy/sensitiveness of tweets, with the intention to alert users when they are about to post inappropriate content that they may later regret doing so. They use a survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect public opinions on the sensitiveness of unstructured text content, and develop a LSTM-based model to generate a Context-free PrivScore (S cf ∈ [1, 3]) for each new tweet. Lower PrivScores indicate more sensitive content, while higher PrivScores indicate benign content. In (Wang et al., 2019) , they also collected 28K tweets that were generated by 9 Twitter chatbots and tested the PrivScore mechanism on them. They found that the bot-generated content were highly benign, i.e., most of them yield relatively high PrivScores. The distributions of PrivScore of bot-generated and man-made tweets are statistically different. Therefore, we hypothesized that PrivScore can hve the potential to be employed as a feature in distinguishing man-made vs. machinemade content. Thus, we extracted the PrivScores of the 4 datasets but found that Wochat, Rdany and Convai had relatively the same score and the machine-made convai dataset had a slightly higher score. However, Loebner had the highest PrivScore suggesting that the textual content is not sensitive.
Next, the Uniform Information Density(UID) concept claims that speakers will choose text in speech such that there is a uniform distribution of information across the speech. This implies that speech with denser information will be longer than speech with less information. Frank and Jaeger, claims that speakers choose contractions (i.e. you're instead of you are) based on how much information is contained in the speech when given the choice. However, since the texts being used to classify machine-made and man-made texts does not contain choice, we will ignore that criteria. UID score is obtained from calculating the number of contractions, entropy (i.e. information content), and word in speech time intervals. However, since we lack most of the criteria included in obtaining the UID score, it just comes down to calculating the information content in a text. The hypothesis here is that since machine-made texts contain more words, and use more punctuation, it will significantly contain more information than man-made texts. We found that for all the datasets but Loebner, the machine-made texts had a higher average entropy scores.
Predicting Man-made vs.
Machine-made texts
In this section, we will discuss the high performing classifiers, and features. We compare the results of 4 Machine Learning algorithms (i.e. Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Machines (SVM)) for the 4 datasets. Also, 5-fold Cross Validation is used to run the experiments and F1 score is the accuracy measure for the performance of the classification models. Since the datasets are not large, we compare results found in each dataset to other datasets to prove the external validity of the results.
Loebner
The Loebner prize dataset is the least complex and smallest of all the datasets. The man-made texts is repetitive since the judges in the chatbot competition ask all the chatbots essentially the same question. Due to this reason, Loebner achieves the highest F1 score of all the datasets as expected. It is the only dataset that achieves an F1 score above 0.90. Comparing against the classical machine learning algorithms, RF achieves most of the highest F1 scores but in very few cases is outperformed by DT even though it is only by a small margin. In the 3 features groups, content-based features performed the best which suggests that it is the best group classifier for this dataset. However, the best overall feature for classifying this dataset is the POS features, but only out-performs TFIDF, LIWC and C+S+A by a small margin. See 
Convai
Convai is the largest dataset among the 4 datasets, which can be seen in tables 1 and 2. LDA is the best group feature for classifying the Convai dataset. However, LIWC and POS, are a close second and third option, respectively for classifying Convai. Content-based features, just like Loebner are the best group of features. We also find that for the advanced features, UID which is essentially entropy out-performs the PrivScore feature. Lastly, combining one of the best Content-based, Semantic, and Advanced features, gives the best F1 score (i.e. 0.863) overall. See table 5 for the F1 scores with the other features.
Wochat
Wochat is the second largest dataset and does not perform as well as Loebner and Convai. Surprisingly, unlike the first two datasets, the semantic group of features, specifically, LIWC outperforms the other features. RF is the best classifier for LIWC. The top features for classifying Wochat are TFIDF, POS, LDA, LIWC, and the combination of the features. Also, just like Convai, combining one of the best Content-based, Semantic, and Advanced features, gives the best F1 score overall which is 0.824. See table 5 for the F1 scores with the other features.
Rdany
Similar to Wochat, LIWC is the best feature for Rdany and RF achieves the highest F1 score which is 0.806. The second best feature is the POS which achieves an F1 score of 0.761. The LIWC performance could be due to the kind of features it extracts; these features extracted from Rdany prove to be the best group of features according to the F1 score. Lastly, just like Convai and Wochat, combining one of the best Content-based, Semantic, and Advanced features, we achieve the best F1 score overall. This can be seen in table 5.
Discussion and Limitation
We used multiple features to characterize and classify man-made and machine-made texts. In order to extract characteristics for the man-made and machine-made texts, we used the following features -LDA, Readability and Sentiment analysis, LIWC, POS, TFIDF, UID (i.e. Entropy), and PrivScore features. The LDA analysis suggests that machine-made texts use a lot of question marks which is possibly because chatbots do not always know the response to a question and so they ask more questions than humans to seek clarification. LDA also finds that machine-made texts have more punctuation than man-made texts. Furthermore, applying POS analysis on the top topics extracted by LDA, In addition, the POS features show that machine-made texts use more stopwords which is possibly because machine-generated texts are less complex than man-made texts and therefore, use very general basic words. It is also found that machine-made texts use more punctuation than man-made texts, just as LDA and LIWC found. TFIDF features confirm the importance of stopwords in distinguishing man-made from machine-made texts. The conciseness of texts in the datasets elevates the importance of the use of stopwords in the binary classifier. In analyzing the entropy (i.e. information content) of the texts, we find that machine-made texts for the most part contain more information than man-made texts. This is not surprising as seen in tables 1 and 2, machinemade texts are longer that man-made texts which may be characterized as more information.
The PrivScore performs the worst on the Rdany dataset, achieving the highest F1 score of 0.177 with RF. It performs the best with Loebner but comparing the performance with the other datasets, it is fair to conclude that it is not a good feature for this task. This performance on the Loebner dataset could be due to the high PrivScore it has which suggests that it does not contain sensitive or as sensitive information as the other datasets. Also, while PrivScore is considered to not be the best feature for classifying very shorttexts such as this, it out-performs the sentiment features in all the datasets but Rdany. Figure 2 further confirms the conclusion that sentiment analysis is not an appropriate feature extraction technique for this kind of very short texts.
Finally, to prove the validity of the 3 groups of features, we combined all the features in a group and then combined the top features in each feature group. This means that for content-based features, we combined all the features -TFIDF + POS + LDA. Although, it just came down to POS and LDA at the end because POS and LDA features were all numeric and using TFIDF to extract features from the texts may create overfitting. Combining the semantic features, we had LIWC + Readability + Sentiment and the same concept for the Advanced features. For the last column were Content + Semantic + Advanced features are added, we took the top/significant features in each group and combined them (POS + LIWC + UID). POS is used instead of LDA because, while LDA out-performs POS, POS gives more information as to the reason for its performance. This means that POS is a better tool for distinguishing the textgenerators than LDA which is due to the kind of features they extract from texts. And from table 5, we can see that it achieves the highest F1 score for all the datasets but Loebner. This again is not surprising since Loebner has been performing as an outlier for most of the analysis due to its lack of complexity. While, POS has the highest F1 score for Loebner, it only out-performs C+S+A by a very small margin.
Conclusion
In comparing different feature extraction techniques and Machine Learning models' effects on the four datasets -Loebner, Convai, Wochat and Rdany, we find a few characteristics that are prevalent in distinguishing man-made from machinemade texts either in most of the datasets or in all. These characteristics include; machine-made texts use more stopwords, punctuation, and more words than man-made texts. They are also considered to be more sincere, less confident and more likely to provide more information than humans during dialogue. Man-made texts can be detected by the more positive tone, less sincere and confident traits in their speech or texts. Finally, the ultimate goal of the research is to find distinguishing characteristics of man-made and machine-made texts. If such characteristic is properly incorporated in building an accurate machine learning model, for instance, one may alert users who are conversing with a chabot, not a human, when such an alert is needed.
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